
Where Would You 

Choose To Build A 

City? 

 

 

As Mathematicians we will:  
• Learning about Fractions 
• Looking at Decimals 

 

We will making cross curricular links between 
our topic and maths, throughout the term.  
 
 

 

As Citizens we will: 
• Understand there is a moral and ethical side to cost.  

• Look at the principles behind fair trade.  

• Understand the potential influence of consumer power  

• Research how the media presents information  

• Understand that advertising can influence what we buy  

• Recognise and challenge stereotypes  

 

Year Four Spring Term 2 2020 

This term we are going to be looking at Geography and where we could build a city. To facilitate and 

support your children’s learning, please use this overview sheet.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

As Dancers we will: 
• Can they respond imaginatively to a range of stimuli related to character and 

narrative? 

• Do they use simple motifs and movement patterns to structure dance phrases on 
their own, with a partner and in a group? 

• Can they refine, repeat and remember dance phrases and dances? 

• Can they perform dances clearly and fluently? 

• Can they show sensitivity to the dance idea and the accompaniment? 

• Do they show a clear understanding of how to warm-up and cool-down safely? 

• Do they describe, interpret and evaluate dance, using appropriate language? 

  

As Authors we will: 
• Exploring and 

writing a 

chronological 

report, linked to 

LCC. 

• Persuasive advert 

writing linked to 

the LCC.  

As ICT technicians we will: 
• Using a computer program such as Minecraft, 

create our own virtual cities. 

As Artists we will: 
• Can they experiment with 

different styles which artists have 

used?  

• Can they explain art from other 

periods of history? (LS Lowry) 

•  

 Learn how to know how to pay for goods. 

  

Find out what makes up family expenses.  

To know how to plan and budget.  

To understand what a charity does.  

To set a simple goal: fundraising for charity.  

•  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

  

As Linguists we will:  

• Say and write a sentence to tell the time 

(o’clock);  

• Count in fives to at least 30;  

• Understand and use the terms avant and 

après; 

• Answer questions about a TV schedule.  
 

As Geographers we will: 
• Describe the main features of a well-known 

city? 

• Describe the main features of a village? 

• Compare the main physical differences 

between cities and villages? 

• Use appropriate symbols to represent 

different physical features on a map? 

• Explain why people are attracted to live in 

cities? 

• Explain why people may choose to live in a 

village rather than a city? 

• Can they name up to six cities in the UK 

and locate them on a map? 

•  

•  

 


